Laser treatment of port-wine stains
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Abstract: Port-wine stains are a type of capillary malformation affecting 0.3% to 0.5% of the population. Port-wine stains present at birth as pink to erythematous patches on the skin and/or mucosa. Without treatment, the patches typically darken with age and may eventually develop nodular thickening or associated pyogenic granuloma. Laser and light treatments provide improvement through selective destruction of vasculature. A variety of vascular-selective lasers may be employed, with the pulsed dye laser being the most common and well studied. Early treatment produces more optimal results. Advances in imaging and laser treatment technologies demonstrate potential to further improve clinical outcomes.
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Introduction

Capillary malformations (CMs), also called port-wine stains, appear as congenital pink to erythematous patches affecting 0.3%–0.5% of the population.1 There is no sex predilection, and the inheritance pattern is generally sporadic. The most common locations are the head and neck, particularly the V1 and V2 dermatomes. The trunk and extremities are also frequently affected. The color change results from an increased hemoglobin content in the skin, due to dilated capillaries and postcapillary venules in the affected regions.1 A somatic activating mutation in the GNAQ gene (c.548G → A, p.R183Q), encoding the guanine nucleotide binding protein G-alpha-q subunit, has been discovered in port-wine stain lesions.2 This appears to produce activation of extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK), c-Jun N-terminal kinase, and P70 ribosomal S6 kinase.3 Dysregulation of angiogenic signaling has been observed to underlie CM pathology.4 Unlike vascular tumors, CMs do not exhibit proliferation, but rather demonstrate chronic progressive vascular dilatation over the course of years.

Laser treatment of CMs reduces the likelihood and severity of unwanted associated effects, including cutaneous hypertrophy, disfigurement of the normal tissue architecture (Figure 1), development of associated pyogenic granuloma, and psychosocial morbidity.5 When treatment is sought, vascular-selective lasers represent the treatment of choice (Table 1). Using the principle of selective photothermolysis, the affected cutaneous blood vessels can be destroyed with effective and durable results while protecting the remainder of the skin.6 In this article, we review the diagnosis and medical evaluation of port-wine stains and discuss both classic and recent research findings relating to lasers and lights in producing optimal treatment outcomes.
Medical evaluation of CMs

CMs are diagnosed clinically by physical examination revealing a pink to erythematous patch or series of patches along with a confirmatory history of presence at birth and possible gradual darkening and thickening over the course of many years. Pink patches presenting in a neonate must be observed for signs of growth during infancy, which may suggest an alternative diagnosis of infantile hemangioma rather than CM. Medical evaluation of CMs includes screening for glaucoma when the V1 distribution of the facial nerve is affected, as up to 10% of patients may have the condition. Additionally, when the V1 dermatome is affected, screening for Sturge–Weber syndrome is warranted. Sturge–Weber syndrome risk is 7%–28% in reported studies of children with V1 CMs. Magnetic resonance imaging is a preferred screening modality. Sturge–Weber syndrome consists of a constellation of findings including facial CM, vascular involvement of the leptomeninges, possible glaucoma of the ipsilateral eye, and possible seizures or mental retardation. The diagnosis may be made by imaging showing classic tram-like calcifications in the brain, which may not appear until later infancy.

CMs associated with significant tissue hypertrophy or with bony hypertrophy may have increased vascular flow (Klippel–Trenaunay syndrome). An associated arteriovenous malformation may further be present (Klippel–Trenaunay–Weber syndrome). Patients with a CM located in a midline lumbar location should also be screened for an underlying arteriovenous malformation as seen in Cobb syndrome.


Table 1 Vascular-selective lasers for treatment of CMs (also called port-wine stains)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laser/light source</th>
<th>Wavelength (nm)</th>
<th>Epidermal cooling mechanism</th>
<th>Skin phototypes</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argon</td>
<td>488–514</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>I–III</td>
<td>First-generation laser; increased rate of scarring; has largely fallen out of use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krypton</td>
<td>520–530</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>I–III</td>
<td>First-generation laser; increased rate of scarring; has largely fallen out of use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency-doubled Nd:YAG; potassium titanyl phosphate</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>Contact cooling or other</td>
<td>I–III</td>
<td>Studied primarily for resistant and residual CMs; can represent initial treatment choice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper bromide/ copper vapor</td>
<td>578</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>I–III</td>
<td>First-generation lasers; increased rate of scarring; have largely fallen out of use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulsed dye laser (PDL)</td>
<td>585–595</td>
<td>Cryogen spray cooling</td>
<td>I–IV</td>
<td>Most commonly used and most well studied; gold standard for pediatric vascular birthmarks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandrite</td>
<td>755</td>
<td>Cryogen spray cooling</td>
<td>I–IV</td>
<td>Primarily for dark or resistant CMs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diode</td>
<td>800–940</td>
<td>Cryogen spray cooling or other</td>
<td>I–IV</td>
<td>May be used for CMs; more common for hair removal, venous lakes, endovenous ablation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd:YAG</td>
<td>1,064</td>
<td>Cryogen spray cooling</td>
<td>I–VI</td>
<td>Primarily for dark or resistant CMs; increased penetration depth; less absorption by melanin; increased risk of ulceration or scarring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intense pulsed light</td>
<td>390–1,200; modifiable using filters</td>
<td>Variable; gel</td>
<td>I–IV</td>
<td>Less effective than laser treatment; may be preferred by patients for non-purpuric treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photodynamic therapy</td>
<td>Varies; optimally matched to photosensitizer peak absorption wavelength</td>
<td>Typically not needed; fan optional</td>
<td>I–VI</td>
<td>Less commonly used; typically intravenous injection of photosensitizer with photosensitivity persisting for days to weeks; good-to-excellent results when compared to PDL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CM, capillary malformation; Nd:YAG, neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet; PDL, pulsed dye laser.
Modern imaging technologies including optimal coherence tomography can aid in assessment of target vessel depth and diameters. Three-dimensional photography and reflectance spectrophotometry can provide objective quantification of pre- and post-procedure volume and color, respectively. In pediatric patients, an assessment of the child’s ability to tolerate laser treatment in the office using topical anesthesia as needed and staff assistance, or the need for general anesthesia, is also important for preoperative preparation and planning.

**Treatment principles**

Laser treatment of CMs is based on selective photothermolysis of the affected vessels. Selective photothermolysis is the process by which a pigmented target absorbs photons, becoming heated and ultimately destroyed, while surrounding structures are relatively spared. In the case of CM, the desired targets are 10–500 μm dilated capillaries and post-capillary venules in the papillary and reticular dermis. The endothelium is indirectly destroyed through targeting of the chromophore in its interior, hemoglobin. Hemoglobin absorbs light strongly at 400–600 nm and displays reduced absorption at 700–1,100 nm. Vascular-selective laser wavelengths are absorbed by hemoglobin, producing heat, photoocoagulation and aggregation of erythrocytes, and, ultimately, necrosis of the endothelial cells. The vessel may rupture, producing purpura. In order to limit damage to surrounding structures, the pulse duration should be set at less than or equal to the clinical endpoint is reached. Pulse durations can be varied from 0.45 to 40 ms and spot sizes also come in wide variations, from 2 to 12 mm, with circular and elliptical shape options. Cryogen spray cooling provides epidermal protection and has aided in the excellent safety record in the published literature. Studies show 50%–90% overall clearance, with approximately 10% improvement per treatment session (Figure 2). Improved fading is visualized when treatment is begun at an earlier age. Pigmentary changes have been reported at rates of 1.4%, atrophic scarring at 4.3%, and hypertrophic scarring at 0.7%, generally in appropriately selected patients. PDL has been utilized with an excellent safety profile in skin phototypes I–III. In a study of 75 subjects of skin phototypes IV and V, PDL demonstrated improvement in CMs with frequent transient hyperpigmentation (30%, typically lasting 6–8 weeks) and two cases of scarring that were felt to be related to pulse stacking. Very small and deep vessels are less likely to respond to PDL treatment. While PDL represents the standard initial laser treatment for CMs, a reported 20%–30% of CMs show resistance. Resistant or deep CMs are sometimes treated with alternative lasers in an effort to enhance clearance.

**Laser types and treatment**

The pulsed dye laser (PDL) represents the most commonly used laser for treatment of CMs and has the most published literature supporting its use. First-generation PDLs introduced in the 1980s produced light at 577 nm, while modern-generation PDLs produce 595–600 nm light that has a greater depth of penetration. There is absorption by oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin, as well as by melanin. Common initial fluences are 8–9 J/cm² with increases until the clinical endpoint is reached. Pulse durations can be varied from 0.45 to 40 ms and spot sizes also come in wide variations, from 2 to 12 mm, with circular and elliptical shape options. Cryogen spray cooling provides epidermal protection and has aided in the excellent safety record in the published literature. Studies show 50%–90% overall clearance, with approximately 10% improvement per treatment session (Figure 2). Improved fading is visualized when treatment is begun at an earlier age. Pigmentary changes have been reported at rates of 1.4%, atrophic scarring at 4.3%, and hypertrophic scarring at 0.7%, generally in appropriately selected patients. PDL has been utilized with an excellent safety profile in skin phototypes I–III. In a study of 75 subjects of skin phototypes IV and V, PDL demonstrated improvement in CMs with frequent transient hyperpigmentation (30%, typically lasting 6–8 weeks) and two cases of scarring that were felt to be related to pulse stacking. Very small and deep vessels are less likely to respond to PDL treatment. While PDL represents the standard initial laser treatment for CMs, a reported 20%–30% of CMs show resistance. Resistant or deep CMs are sometimes treated with alternative lasers in an effort to enhance clearance.

Frequency-doubled neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) and potassium titanyl phosphate lasers produce 532 nm green light. Because of absorption by melanin, use is primarily in skin phototypes I–III and, sometimes, skin phototype IV. With a limited penetration depth due to the shorter wavelength, these lasers have been primarily successful in treating superficial vascular lesions including some CMs.
532 nm lasers have demonstrated improvement when treating both previously untreated and treatment-resistant CMs (Figure 3).30 A prospective study confirmed up to 75% improvement in color and histologic destruction of vessels in flat, nonhypertrophic CMs using a frequency-doubled 532 nm laser.18 In a study of 30 treatment-resistant CMs treated with one to four sessions of 532 nm laser, 53% showed greater than 25% improvement and 17% showed more than 50% improvement.31 Pençe et al studied 89 patients with CMs who were treated with 532 nm frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser and found 13% to have an excellent response, 38% a good response, 44% a moderate response, and 5% mild improvement.32 Some studies report slightly reduced efficacy per session when compared with PDL and an increased rate of side effects, including crusting.33

Alexandrite lasers fall in the near-infrared category, having a 755 nm wavelength. With a 50%–75% increased depth of penetration, near-infrared laser use for CMs is primarily for dark or resistant lesions.34 A retrospective study of 20 patients with either hypertrophic or PDL-resistant CMs treated with alexandrite laser alone or in combination...
with other lasers such as PDL showed most had a moderate response, while some had mild or no response.\textsuperscript{35} Diode lasers (800–940 nm) may similarly be used to treat CMs, though they are more often used for venous lakes or for endovenous ablation.\textsuperscript{36,37}

Nd:YAG lasers have the highest depth of penetration of the vascular-selective lasers and the lowest epidermal melanin absorption. Because higher fluences are generally required, rates of pigmentary change and scarring are higher than with PDL in published studies (0%–4.3%).\textsuperscript{38} Epidermal cooling is typically by cryogen spray cooling and provides an important measure of protection. Nd:YAG lasers are typically reserved for CMs in patients with skin phototypes V–VI or for hypertrophied or resistant CMs. In addition, they have shown efficacy in treating vascular blebs associated with CM.\textsuperscript{39} In a retrospective study of 130 CM patients treated with long-pulsed 1,064 nm Nd:YAG laser, 2%, 15%, 64%, and 19% of patients experienced <25%, 25%–49%, 50%–75%, and >75% lesion clearance, respectively.\textsuperscript{40} Darker CMs showed more response than lighter CMs.\textsuperscript{40} Nd:YAG laser treatment at 1,064 nm has also been demonstrated to improve hypertrophy, with good-to-excellent improvements seen in the majority of the 32 studied patients. Adverse effects were more frequent, however, with hypopigmentation seen in 14 and scars in seven of the 32 subjects.\textsuperscript{41}

Argon lasers were the earliest common vascular laser, used frequently in the 1970s and 1980s.\textsuperscript{42} However, they have fallen out of use with the development of more modern and safe laser systems. Argon laser light is blue-green with a 488–514 nm wavelength. Oxymeglobin absorbs well at this range.\textsuperscript{42} A small spot size limits the depth of penetration to 1–2 mm and is inconvenient for treatment. There is a high rate of hypertrophic scarring due to the continuous wave or quasi-continuous wave nature, and reports of 20% or more risk of hyper- or hypopigmentation, due to competitive absorption by epidermal melanin.\textsuperscript{42}

Copper vapor and copper bromide lasers produce yellow 578 nm light. Krypton lasers produce green, quasi-continuous 520–530 nm light or yellow 568 nm light. The copper and krypton lasers are also early-generation vascular lasers that are largely unused due to similar complications of quasi-continuous laser exposure and absorption by melanin.\textsuperscript{43}

Intense pulsed light does not meet the definition of a laser and instead produces non-coherent, broadband light between 390 and 1,200 nm using a xenon flashlamp.\textsuperscript{44} A low fluence output is produced. When laser treatment is not available or when non-purpuric treatment with limited side effects is desired, and with the understanding that there is typically significantly reduced efficacy in comparison to laser treatment, intense pulsed light may be considered as an alternative treatment method. Cutoff filters are available to modulate the wavelength range applied.\textsuperscript{7} Spot sizes vary from 8×15 mm to 15×35 mm and can be further modified using opaque white paper. Typical settings may include a 550 nm filter, 50–75 J/cm\textsuperscript{2} fluence, and 40–60 ms pulse delay. Despite the low fluence, significant pigmentary changes and adverse effects can occur, and similar cautions must be applied as with laser treatment.\textsuperscript{7}

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) represents an alternative and advancing treatment option for port-wine stains.\textsuperscript{22} A chemical photosensitizer is introduced, typically via intravenous injection, and the affected area is irradiated with light of a wavelength absorbed by the photosensitizer. In the presence of oxygen, free radical damage results, with subsequent destruction of endothelial cells.\textsuperscript{22} One significant drawback is the side effect of generalized photosensitivity requiring photoprotection for days to weeks, depending on the half-life of the photosensitizer used.\textsuperscript{45} PDT treatment has been used alone or has been combined with other laser and light therapies in small studies.\textsuperscript{46} In general, studies have suggested an equivalent or possibly superior efficacy when compared to the standard PDL treatment.\textsuperscript{43} Indocyanine green photosensitizer activated by diode laser demonstrated efficacy in a study of 15 patients as an alternative to PDL.\textsuperscript{46} PDT treatment using hemoporfirin and copper laser was recently studied in children 3 to 10 years of age and showed a higher rate of excellent response than the traditional PDL treatment (25% versus 11%).\textsuperscript{47} A more significant difference was seen in violaceous lesions than in those that were erythematous.\textsuperscript{47} PDT treatment of port-wine stains represents an emerging arena, and investigators continue to explore optimization of treatment protocols.\textsuperscript{48}

**Side effects and potential complications**

The most common side effects of laser treatment of CMs are redness, swelling, and bruising. Erythema (redness) and swelling persist for hours, and sometimes up to days or weeks. CMs are usually treated at settings which induce purpura (bruising) for more effective results. Purpura typically fades over 1–2 weeks. Blistering and crusting can also develop, more commonly after overlapping or double pulses. Crusted or blistered areas should be treated gently with liberal petroleum jelly and moist bandaging until healed.

More permanent effects can occur as well. Alopecia can occur when using lasers that also target melanin in areas that have pigmented hairs. Hyperpigmentation and
hypopigmentation can occur from damage to melanosomes and/or due to postinflammatory changes. Selection of the appropriate laser wavelength matched to the patient skin type, use of epidermal cooling, more conservative fluences and pulse durations, and test spots, along with photoprotection before and after treatments, reduce the incidence of pigmentary changes. Scarring is uncommon, but must be carefully guarded against. Special attention should be paid to any areas of erosions, blisters, or necrotic skin that can develop into scars.

Ocular risks, which include corneal burns or retinal pigment loss resulting in blindness, are rare when diligent safety procedures are practiced. Appropriate eye protection includes the routine use of external eye shields. Nd:YAG and other deep-penetrating lasers may induce retinal damage in the periorbital area and are utilized most safely outside of the orbital rim. When lasers are used inside of the orbital rim, intraocular eye protection is paramount.

Flammability is also a risk with the use of lasers. Water-based lubricants protect hairs from being singed. When treating patients under anesthesia or requiring supplemental oxygen, use of a laryngeal mask airway with clear tubing and wet draping is preferred to reduce the risk of ignition.

Conclusion and future directions
Modern laser treatments, at wavelengths and settings matched well to individual patient and lesional characteristics, are able to produce significant diminution of CMs. Improvements of 80%-90% are frequently seen with early and optimal treatment. Adjutant and novel treatments have been briefly explored in the literature and are likely to expand in coming years. The use of antiangiogenic drugs, photodynamic therapy, and other methods of targeting dilated capillaries and of limiting revascularization after laser treatment are likely to produce further improvements. Enhancements in laser technology and epidermal protection methods will also allow more complete results to be obtained while reducing risks of pigmentedary changes or scarring. Importantly, an improved understanding of the molecular, genetic, and cellular changes causing this localized capillary and venular dilatation may provide a permanent cure or preventive solution.
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